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Abstract 
 
One of the Javanese’s highest cultures is the creation of cultural wisdom that conveys the concept of fairness as 
expressed in propositions as well as cultural expressions. This research aims to revive the memories of Javanese cultural 
wisdom especially those related to fairness. Based on the propositions, the objective of this research is to identify the 
concept of fairness behavior in Javanese culture. This research is qualitative. The data were collected from text books 
and literary texts validated by in-depth interviews as well as forum group discussions. The data corpuses were analyzed 
by using componential and taxonomic analysis. Through semantic and pragmatic analysis, the fairness concept in 
Javanese culture can be identified. Bisa ngrumangsani is the main principle of fairness in Javanese propositions and 
covers two sub-ordinates propositions, i.e. self-restraint and appreciation for others. Each of these two sub-ordinate 
propositions covers four sub-ordinate propositions referring to action, character, desire, and competence. All of these 
propositions are sustained by the other proposition creating a whole concept of fairness. The results of this research are 
expected to serve as groundwork on how the education of national character building relating to fairness behavior can 
be realized. 
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1. Introduction  
 
Kramsch (1998) states that language is bound up with 
culture in multiple and complex ways when used in 
contexts of communication. Language is the principle 
means whereby we conduct our social lives and 
embodies cultural reality. Peursen (1976) states that the 
ancestor bequeathed their culture by means of language. 
Referring to Peursen and Kramsch, propositions are the 
media of the representation that enables the next 
generation to learn the bequeathed culture. Hudson 
(1990) states that proposition may either be something 
one already knows, or something one discovers, so the 
next time it will be there as knowledge. Javanese culture 
is one of the regional cultures in Indonesia which plays 
a big role in national cultural building.  
 
Javanese propositions are one of the highest Javanese 
cultural creations regarding local wisdom. Generally, 
this proposition is used in expressing cultural wisdom in 
order to create social harmony. The productivity of 
Javanese propositions invented in speech as well as 
Javanese literary texts shows that the values of cultural 
wisdom expressed by those propositions need to be 
identified and then implemented in day-to-day activities. 
Propositions are representations of ideology, concept, 
and cognitive production, expressed in the order of 
words. Javanese propositions, named unen-unen, usually 
are formed within a fixed structure. The propositions 
containing the concept of wisdom are understood by the 
society and become a collective (shared) possession.  
 
Widdowson (1996) states that speakers express a 
proposition by using the symbolic conventions of the 
code to key us into a context of shared knowledge. In 
the communication, the speaker does not say anything, 
but does or perform some kind of illocution or 
communication act. 
 
Searle (1991) argues that in the utterance of the 
sentence the speaker expresses a proposition. The act of 
expressing the proposition is a part of performing 
certain illocutionary act. Cruse (2000) expresses that 
communication is not just a matter of expressing 
proposition. To communicate, we must express 
proposition with a particular illocutionary force, 
performing particular kinds of actions, such as 
promising, warning, and so on. A speech has 
illocutionary power making the hearer replay the 
intention it contained. The proposition communicated to 
others makes the participant of speech act replaying the 
intention conveyed. 
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Naturally, a phenomenon based on the attitude of self-
recognition, as well as appreciation toward others, exists 
in the social interaction in each ethnic group. These 
attitudes are of human fairness in the society which then 
results in social harmony and nation integration, 
individually as well as socially. Javanese proposition 
Aja rumangsa bisa, nanging sing bisa ngrumangsani 
(literally translated ‘don’t think that you are able to do a 
certain thing; you, however, should be able to do self-
recognition’) is one of the cultural wisdom expressions 
about fairness learned in Javanese culture. 
 
Peterson and Seligman (2004) state that fairness is the 
product of moral judgement. The judgment towards 
fairness is a human desire process in order to determent 
what is morally right, what is morally wrong, and what 
is morally proscribed. Skitka and Mullen (2008) state 
that when people have strong moral convictions about 
outcomes, their fairness in judgements and decision 
acceptance are primarily shaped by whether the 
morrally “correct” outcomes are achieved. Fairness-and 
especially unfairness-is a basic element of moral and 
political judgement, not “artificial” or best understood 
in terms of conventions, and not a virtue of instututions 
particularly (Ryan, 2006). Elster (2006) states that the 
term “fairness” in everyday language, seems to be used 
in two main ways, i.e. (1) the idea of a fair division of 
something, and (2) the idea of a fair response to the 
behavior of other people. When a particular outcome or 
set of outcomes is perceived to be unfair, it may affect 
the person’s emotions, cognitions, and ultimately his/her 
behaviour vis-à-vis the focal outcome source (Chiu-Yao 
Ting & Tai-Kuei Yu, 2010)  
 
Peterson & Seligman (2004) view’s shows that fairness 
covers the following elements: 1) Treating others fairly, 
2) Not using others for our  own sake, 3) Behaving 
honestly, 4) Appreciating others, 5) Being responsible 
for what we do, 5) Doing something promptly. 
 
If a memory towards cultural expressions is lost from 
the collective memories of a society, the cultural 
wisdom conveyed in such expressions can vanish 
(Rahyono, 2005: 47). Considering the situation and the 
atmosphere in developing and realizing the democratic 
process of our nation and state, a cultural wisdom 
research about fairness unquestionably plays an 
important role. Social harmony can be created when the 
members of the society actualize and implement the 
wisdom of the related propositions in their day-to-day 
activities. Ruppanner (2008) states that country context 
is an important consideration i in  studying fairness. 
 
This research  on the concept of fairness aims: 1) To 
identify  the concept of cultural wisdom on fairness in 
Javanese culture represented by propositions, 2) To 
comprehend pragmatic meanings expressed by 
propositions of cultural wisdom regarding the concept 
of fairness, 3) To find out principles representing 
fairness elements expressed by the propositions, 4) To 
show a deviant meaning that might exist, 5) To show 
how to re-actualize fairness conveyed in propositions in 
order to create social harmony and national integration. 
 
2. Methods 
 
This research was conducted on the basis of the 
following conceptual frames: 1) The phenomenon based 
on self-recognition regarding someone’s competence 
and the appreciation of others exists in the human 
interaction among the members of Javanese society, 2) 
Self-recognition regarding someone’s competence and 
the appreciation of others are values to build the fairness 
concept, 3) The collective fairness concept is communi-
cated among the members of the society by means of 
the language, i.e. proposition, 4) Each proposition can 
be wisely or unwisely interpreted, 5) The interpretation 
towards propositions is done using referential and 
contextual meaning analysis, 6) Referential analysis is 
used to find out a topic (referent) to which the 
proposition and the meaning components of fairness 
refer, 7) Contextual analysis is used to reveal the wise 
messages communicated by the related proposition, 8) 
Fairness concept created by the propositions is invented 
through the taxonomic relation meaning analysis. 
 
This qualitative research aims to find out the concept of 
fairness in Javanese culture. The definition implemented 
in the research is that fairness means to reflect what we 
can do and/or to accept the strengths of somebody 
else’s. Referring to the implemented conceptual frame, 
the technical procedure of this research is as follows: 1) 
Collect the proposition data which were considered to 
contain the principles of fairness; 2) Classify the corpus 
data into the groups of the propositions with the 
componential meanings of fairness; 3) Semantically 
analyze the meanings of the propositions in order to find 
the  componential meanings of fairness with reference 
to the determined operational definition; 4) Analyze the 
proposition meanings and pragmatically open statement 
corpus so as to find the topic and messages or the 
meaning in the propositions and/or corpus texts; 5) 
Taxonomically analyze  the meaning relations of the 
propositions in order to find the main principles as the 
super-ordinate propositions of fairness and sub-ordinate 
propositions which fully build the concept of fairness; 
6) Conclude the finding. 
 
The data of this research were collected from Javanese 
literary texts, Javanese language and literature text 
books, as well as oral traditions collected from the 
traditional ceremonies. The collected data corpuses 
were Javanese propositions regarding the concept of 
fairness. The collected propositions were chosen based 
on the description and discourse contexts written in the 
related literature texts. 
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The Javanese literary texts as well as Javanese language 
and literature text books used as the data are:  
a. Javanese literary texts: 1) Tunggak-tunggak Jati, 
Esmiet (1977), 2) Usada kang Pungkasan, Sukardo 
Hadisukarno (1987), 3) Serat Cemporet Karangan R. 
Ng. Ranggawarsita, S.Z. Hadisutjipto (1980), 4) Raden 
Kamandaka, Hardjana H.P. (1979), 5) Serat Wulang, 
Raden Mas Riya Jayadiningrat I (1981), 6) Serat 
Paramayoga. Serat Kalempaking Piwulang, R. Ng. 
Karyarujita and Moelyono Sastronaryatmo (1981), 7) 
Serat Nitiprana Karangan Raden Ngabehi Yasadipura, 
Kamajaya (1979), 8) Sêrat Cêntini (Suluk 
Tambangraras) Jilid I, III. IX, Kamajaya (1986), 9) 
Terjemahan Wedhatama K.G.P.A.A. Mangkunagoro IV, 
S.Z. Hadisutjipto (1979), 10) Mustaka Rancang, Moh. 
Ikrom (1981), 11) ISKS Pakubuwana IV Wulang Reh 
dan Tafsir Terjemahan, Karsono. H. Saputra (2003), 12) 
Serat Erang-Erang Nata Pandawa, Moelyono 
Sastronaryatmo (1981), 13) Pakem Makutarama, Ki 
Siswoharsojo (1954), 14) Mendhung Kesaput Angin, 
A.G. Suharti (1980), 15) Donyane Wong Culika, 
Suparto Brata (2004), 16) Menak Biraji, R. Ng.  
Yasadipura, I (1982). 
 
b. Javanese language and literature text books: 1) 
Pepak Basa Jawa, Abikusno (1990), 2) Sasangka Djati. 
Hardjoprakoso, Raden Tumenggung and Raden 
Trihardono Soemodihardjo (1969), 3) Peribahasa Jawa 
dengan Keterangan dalam Bahasa Indonesia, Astuti 
Hendrato-Darmosugito (1991), 4) Peribahasa dan 
Saloka Bahasa Jawa, L. Mardiwarsito (1980), 5) 
Ngengrengan Kasusastran Djawa, S. Padmosoekotjo 
(1960), 6) Kalatidha: Guratan Luka Seorang Pujangga, 
Amir Rochkyatmo (2002). 
 
These data were validated by means of in-depth 
interview techniques and forum group discussions. In 
addition to validating the collected data, the in-depth 
interview technique and the forum group discussion 
were also used in order to expand the found 
propositions which are related to the fairness concept. 
 
In-depth interiews were done by  interviewing  ten 
informants who have the qualification of cultural 
competence. The procedure and instrument of in-depth 
interview techniques are as follows: 1) The meanings of 
propositions agreed by the Javanese community as the 
research data were asked, 2) The other propositions 
representing the similar messages were confirmed, 3) 
How the messages of the propositions implemented in 
the community’s daily activites were questioned, 4) The 
contexts in which the propositions were used were 
asked, 5) The wisdom of the propositions was asked. 
 
The participants of the forum group discussion were 
cultural observers and Javanese cultural academicians. 
Each 2-hour group discussion was attended by 15 to 20 
persons with the accepted meanings of propositions for 
Javanese and the key messages communicated through 
the propositions as the focus of the discussion.  
 
The component analysis towards the proposition data 
taken from the written text was already validated 
through in-depth interviews and saresehan (group 
discussion forums) and resulted in the findings of the 
propositions suspended as the componential meanings 
of fairness in Javanese culture. The essential purpose of 
componential analysis is to identify certain general 
conceptual categories or semantic principles revealing 
the expressions in the particular components, among 
other categories of state, process, causality, class 
membership, possession, dimension, location, and as we 
have seen in the case of “come” and “go” directionality 
(Widdowson, 1996: 57). 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
Javanese propositions that contain the meaning of 
components of wisdom are grouped into the following 
eleven categories: 1) Self-recognition and self 
development, 2) Self-management, 3) Introspection, 4) 
Responsibility, 5) Acceptance of of his/her own righ, 6) 
Acting cautiously, 7) Social relationship management, 
8) Justice, 9) Appreciation to others, 10) Sincerity, and 
11) consistency.  
 
The propositions in each category are  provided in the 
Appendix. On the basis of both meaning components 
and contexts of usage found from the data, the messages 
communicated by means of such propositions lead to 
the order of the   taxonomic relations which build the 
fairness concept. Taxonomic hierarchies are essentially 
classificatory systems, and they reflect the way the 
speakers of a language categorizes the world of 
experience (Cruse, 2000: 180).  
 
Bisa ngrumangsani (self-recognition and self 
development), extracted from the complete version of 
the proposition aja rumangsa bisa, nanging bisaa 
ngrumangsani (literally translated ‘don’t think that you 
are able to do a certain thing; you, however, should be 
able to do self-recognition’) contains the meaning of 
wisdom regarding self-recognition. This proposition is 
actually the super-ordinate of the taxonomic hierarchy 
building the concept of fairness in Javanese culture. The 
sub-ordinate propositions of bisa ngrumangsani are split 
into two categories: a) the one covering self-
management and b) the other covering social 
relationship management (Figure 1). 
 
A proposition can be categorized as a concept if it is 
sustained by the other proposition with a similar 
pragmatic meaning and implemented in the social 
interaction as well as in the written texts. We found that 
the proposition bisa ngrumangsani as the essence of the 
proposition aja rumangsa bisa, nanging bisaa   
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of Proposition Bisa Ngrumangsani 
‘Fairness’ 
 
  Bisa ngrumangsani   
          
         
self-management  social relationship  
management 
         
(1) meper hawa nepsu  (2) sapa jujur bakal 
luhur,  
sapa salah seleh 
         
                  
1.a 1.b 1.c 1.d  2.a 2.b 2.c 2.d 
 
 
Table 1. List of Propositions 
 
 ‘meper hawa nepsu 
‘controlling passion’ 
1A: introspection 
mulat sarira hangrasa wani ‘being introspective’ 
2A: responsibility 
ndhadhagi ‘being responsible’ 
3A: acceptance of his/her own right  
       narima ing pandum ‘accepting himself/herself as 
he/she is’ 
4A: acting cautiously 
       alon-alon waton kelakon ‘slowly but sure 
accomplished’ 
sapa jujur bakal luhur, sapa salah seleh  
‘the honest are the honorable ones, the wrong doers 
will be unlucky’ 
1B: justice 
       sama, beda, dana, dhendha ’equal treatment, the 
right person on the right place, generosity, right 
punishment according to relevant deed’  
2B: appreciation to others  
       nguwongke ‘appreciating others’ 
3B: sincerity  
       sepi ing pamrih rame ing gawe ’hard work without 
conflicts of interests’  
4B: consistency  
       ajining dhiri gumantung saka lathi ‘the dignity of 
someone is measured by his/her words’ 
 
ngrumangsani is the core concept of fairness in 
Javanese culture. Good sportsmanship means to be able 
to bisa ngrumangsani as the super-ordinate proposition 
in the taxonomic hierarchical relationships of the 
sportsmanship meaning. The sub-ordinate proposition 
bisa ngrumangsani  consists of two categories: (1) the 
proposition about self-control and development, and (2) 
the proposition regarding the way how to keep in touch 
in good relationship. Each subordinate proposition 
consists of five propositions, referring to the principles 
of actions, characters, willingness, and competence.  
 
The propositions fulfilling the first category are the ones 
of self-control “meper hawa nepsu” (Table 1), of being 
introspective “mulat sarira hangrasa wani”, of being 
responsible “ndhadhagi”, of accepting her/his right 
“narima ing pandum, and of doing something carefully 
“alon-alon waton kelakon”. The ones fulfilling the 
second category are those of being honest “sapa jujur 
bakal luhur, sapa salah seleh”, of appreciating others 
“nguwongke”, of being honest “sepi ing pamrih rame 
ing gawe”, of being righteous “sama beda dana 
dhendha” and the one of being consistent “ajining dhiri 
saka lathi”. Suwardi (2010) states that a spirit of sepi 
ing pamrih is the representation of peacefullness. 
 
The postulates of wisdom points revealed out in this 
research can be categorized into two categories: a) self-
management, and b) social relationship management.  
 
Category a: self-management (meper hawa nepsu) 
When someone controls her/his passion, s/he: is able to 
manage her/his greed; is able to manage her/his 
indignity and disdain; can make someone happy. 
 
When someone is introspective (mulat sarira hangrasa 
wani), s/he: acknowledges others’ strengths and accepts 
her/his weaknesses; owns her/his strengths to do self-
development; dos not force others to do what s/he 
wants; can measure self competence and other 
competence; can be independent. 
 
When someone is responsible for something/someone 
(ndhadhagi), s/he: is responsible for her/his authority; 
protects the party for whom s/he is responsible. 
 
When someone accepts herself/himself as s/he is 
(narima ing pandum), s/he: realizes her/his own 
competence; accepts any fact that takes place; accepts 
any fact and is grateful for what s/he earns; does not 
complain about her/his own weaknesses. 
 
When someone does something correctly and carefully 
(nastiti ngati-ngati), s/he: is careful to do something; 
makes a correct decision; is analytical; is not careless to 
make any decisions. 
 
Category b: social relationship management 
When someone is honest (the honest are the honorable 
ones, the wrong doers will be unlucky), sapa jujur bakal 
luhur, sapa sapa salah saleh), s/he: is loyal; does  
her/his best not to tell lies; is really friendly; is aware of 
any risks of the activities already undertaken. 
 
When someone is convinced about equal treatment 
principles, the right person in the right place, generosity, 
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right punishments according to the relevant (sama beda 
dana dhendha), s/he: does something fairly; without any 
vested interests. 
 
When someone appreciates others (nguwongke), s/he: 
appreciates others fairly; emulates the good of anyone 
without considering their backgrounds; evaluates and 
appreciate others in accordance with their rights; is 
generous; pays attention to others. 
 
When someone works hard without any conflicts of 
interests, s/he: gives some one some amount of donation 
truthfully; is not influenced by external factors which can 
make her/him unhappy; works without any complaints. 
 
When someone is really sure about the dignity principle 
to another one, measured by her/his words (ajining dhiri 
saka lathi), s/he: is polite, patient, and sincere in speech; 
always tells the truth; does not deny what s/he has said; 
makes others happy. 
 
In summary, each proposition is completely filled with 
pragmatic meanings as wisdom messages which fully 
build the fairness concept and represents the concept 
regarding the semantic components forming fairness. 
 
The wisdom, whose points can be developed to teach 
soft skill materials with fairness personality and which 
can be communicated by means of propositions, should 
be revitalized in order to create social harmony. 
Basically, the reactivation of the fairness proposition as 
a cultural heritage is an effort to transform the 
proposition meaning to the state of art. As a thought 
produced on the basis of the human life phenomena, this 
thought result can certainly be effective anytime, 
meaning that this is not merely applicable at the time 
when the process thought takes place.  
 
The problem coming up in the meaning interpretation of 
the proposition in the connection of the state of the art is 
the existence of the meaning shift and/or the 
interpretation change on such propositions. Theoretically, 
different interpretations toward proposition meanings 
can occur and these interpretations cannot even be 
avoided. Yet, such different interpretations lead the 
propositions to be unconnected to the fairness concept. 
The fairness concept in each proposition consistently 
underpins the fairness message communicated through 
the propositions. Referring to the cultural principles to 
develop human being civilization, the propositions are 
theoretically formulized to communicate fairness 
messages, instead of the other way around. 
 
Sportsmanship (fairness) is a little part of human nature 
in dealing with community life problems, but fairness is 
a private equity capital that clearly plays an important 
role in building social harmony. When every member of 
a community has a sportsmanship (fairness) concept, the 
efforts to build social harmony can certainly take place. 
Despite only a limited number of human beings with 
such characteristics, when the government officers, 
politicians, and public figures have fairness concepts, 
the creation of social harmony is not merely a dream. 
 
The essence of democracy should be built on the basis 
of national wisdom. Regarding this research, further 
research toward a concept of democracy using cultural 
approach and cultural propositions as a data can be 
conducted. Verba (2006) states that notions of fairness 
are often invoked in relation to democracy. Though 
democracy and fairness may each mean many things, 
they are expected to go together. 
 
4. Conclusion  
 
This research paper was prepared on the basis of the 
research result on Javanese cultural wisdom, especially 
the fairness concept as expressed in the propositions. On 
the basis  of the categories revealed in the taxonomic 
relationships, the fairness concept of Javanese culture is 
marked  by two principles, i.e. (1) a principle regarding 
management of individual quality, and (2) the one 
regarding management of the quality of social 
relationships. Sportiveness, therefore, not only merely 
involves individual quality, but also interpersonal 
relationship quality. This research offers a research 
model and cultural wisdom study.  
 
Although the research data only covered the propositions 
without being measured by the success measurement 
instrument, the results of this research can contribute 
some ideas to the individuals regarding how they behave 
sportively. Further research regarding this topic needs to 
be conducted to search the key performance indicator of 
fairness in order that this can be used as teaching 
materials for soft skills. The research on cultural wisdom 
expressed in all ethnics in Indonesia can be potential to 
find cultural wisdom. 
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Appendix 
 
Categories Proposition Meaning 
Self-recognition and 
self development 
aja rumangsa bisa, bisaa 
ngrumangsani 
don’t think that you are able to do a certain thing; 
you, however, should be able to do self-recognition 
Self-management 
 
a. meper hawa nepsu, 
b. aja dumeh, 
c. tan gela cinedha ingalem aywa 
macucu, 
d. duga prayoga, 
e. empan papan, 
f. ngumbar hawa nepsu, 
g. durung pecus kesusu kaselak besus, 
h. guru aleman, 
i. ketepang ngrangsang gunung  
a. controlling passion, 
b. don’t think that you can do as you like, 
c. not angry and not arrogant contempt for the 
compliment, 
d. self-management considerations, 
e. able to position themselves according to 
circumstances and conditions, 
f. pamper passion, 
g. not able to rush to behave able, 
h. always wanting to be praised, 
i. want something that is unattainable. 
 
Introspection a. mulat sarira hangrasa wani, 
b. ndhadha, 
c. kawuk ora weruh marang salirane 
a. being introspective, 
b. realized the mistake and saying their own action, 
c.  inferior people like a superior wish 
 
Responsibility a. ndhadhagi, 
b. mandireng pribadi, 
c. nglurug tanpa bala, 
d. tinggal glanggang colong playu, 
e. sadumuk bathuk sanyari bumi, 
pecahing dhadha wutahing ludira, 
f. ora urus, 
g. tinggal kokoh, 
h. kebo mutung ing pasangan, 
i.  kendel ngringkel dhadhag ora 
godhag, 
j. kumenthus ora pecus 
a. dealing with what they are responsible, 
b. able to stand up (a problem) itself, 
c. come alone to compete without bringing 
reinforcements, 
d. responsibility leave, 
e. dare to defend and justify with all the risks no 
matter what happens, 
f. indifferent, 
g. leave a job or responsibility that has not finished, 
h. did not complete the work which they are 
responsible, 
i. boasted courage but in reality there is no courage,
j. proud but not able to 
 
Acceptance of 
his/her own right 
a. narima ing pandum, 
b. manungsa mung sadrema nglakoni, 
c. pasrah bongkokan, 
d. atine metu wulune, 
e. dahwen pati open 
a. accepting himself/herself as he/she is, 
b. merely human life, 
 
c. surrender completely, 
d. envy, 
e. many have denounced for the purpose. 
 
Acting cautiously a. alon-alon waton kelakon, 
b. nguler kambang satitahe, 
c. nastiti ngati-ati, 
d. keladuk wani kurang deduga, 
e. kegedhen empyak kurang cagak, 
f. nggege mangsa. 
a. slowly but surely accomplished, 
b. acted as best he could, 
c. thorough and careful, 
d. excessive courage, lack in calculation, 
e. greater the desire than the ability, 
f. to expect something that is not yet time. 
 
Social relationship 
management  
a. sapa jujur bakal luhur, 
b. sapa salah seleh, 
 
c. becik ketitik ala ketara, 
d. nyoga krama, 
e. (ng)apus krama, 
f. numbak tambuh,  
g. ngenaki sarak,  
 
h. wedi rai wani silit, 
i. tulung amenthung, 
j. ambidhung api rowang, 
k. apik kemripik nancang kirik. 
a. Who is honest will be honored, 
b. who makes a mistake will go down for the 
mistake, 
c. good or bad deeds will eventually be known, 
d. lying to please, 
e. dishonest way of making up a story, 
f. to pretend not to know, 
g. to agree only for the pleasure of other people's 
hearts, 
h. not dare to go face to face, 
i. helpful but ultimately harms the assisted, 
j. pretending to be a friend for bad intentions, 
k. at birth in both the inner hate. 
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Continue of Appendix 
Categories Proposition Meaning 
Justice a. sama, beda, dana, dhendha, 
b. emban cindhe emban siladan. 
 
a. equal treatment, the right person in the right place, 
generosity, right  according to relevant deed, 
b. favoritism. 
 
Appreciation to 
others 
a. nguwongke, 
b. tepa slira, 
c. kebo nusu gudel, 
d. karyenak tyasing sesama, 
 
e. nglurug tanpa bala, menang tanpa 
ngasorake, 
f. angendhak gunaning janma, 
g. adigang adigung adiguna, 
h. sapa sira sapa ingsun adol umuk, 
i. adol sengung, 
j. kumethak tan kacagak, 
k. nggugu karsaning priyangga. 
a. appreciating others, 
b. measuring / self reflection, 
c. studying to someone younger or lesser degree, 
d. seek any acts to create a comfortable atmosphere 
for others, 
e. attacked without a force, winning without 
degrading the defeated, 
f. degrading ability of others, 
g. bragging, 
h. do not respect others, 
i. arrogant, 
j. proud but not capable, 
k. only to obey their own. 
 
Sincerity a. sepi ing pamrih rame ing gawe, 
b. lila legawa, 
c. berbudi bawa leksana, 
d. wani ngalah luhur wekasane, 
e.  aji mumpung, 
f. mangro tingal, 
g. adol gawe, 
h. sing menang umuk, sing kalah 
ngamuk. 
 
a. hard work without conflicts of interests, 
b. physical and spiritual sincerity, 
c. good spirit, words and deeds do not differ, 
d. dare to give in eventually found glory, 
e. take advantage of the opportunity for personal 
gain, 
f. be ambiguous, 
g. offer with an ulterior motive power, 
h. The winner flaunts, the loser cowers 
Consistency 
 
a. ajining dhiri gumantung saka lathi,
b. sabda pandhita ratu tan kena 
wola-wali, 
c. jer basuki mawa bea, 
d. nggih-nggih ora kepanggih  
e. idu didilat maneh, 
f. jurang grawah ora mili, 
g. lunyu ilate, 
h. esuk dhele sore tempe, 
i. nyagak alu, 
j. malik tingal, 
k. gajah ngidak rapah, 
l. waton omong, omong waton, 
m. kakehan galudhug kurang udan. 
a. the dignity of someone is measured by his/her words,
b. faithful to the spoken word, 
 
c. each will require effort / cost, 
d. able only in the words, 
e. deny the words, 
f. only promises without being actualized, 
g. words can not be held, 
h. no determination, 
i. words can not be used as guidelines, 
j. treason, 
k. violate the rules of one’s own making, 
l. talk nonsense, talk to the rules, 
m. many promises but none in action. 
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